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The “Problem”
• Given that the universe is only 6000 years old, no object further than
~6000 light years would be observable today.
– Diameter of the observed universe is widely considered to be 92 billion light years
– Minkowskian (“flat” with no gravity, the space-time of SR) universe would seem to
imply a universe of tens of billion years old.
– Calculation using exact GR calculation in expanding cosmos gives ~14 Gyrs.
– Note: GR does not prohibit a global faster than light expansion of space. Only local
speed of light is constant.

• Cornerstones of Solution
•
•
•
•

Biblical Philosophical view of time – “presentism”
Sound General Relativistic Principles, Methods and Interpretation
Geometry of null geodesics (light rays)
Choice of initial conditions, i.e. spatial hypersurface at the moment of creation.
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• Goal: Looking for general
relativistic solution for small light
arrival time
• Light rays are null geodesics
• Solution within GR must be based
on the geometry of null geodesics
and spacelike surfaces
• Important point: GR does not
provide a prescription for
specifying a spacelike surface at
moment of creation
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• The constraints of a young earth,
distant galaxies and the physics of GR
require the YEC solution to respect
null geodesics and have a special
creation surface (initial conditions) to
achieve small time at earth.
• Note: If  t is a surface of
homogeneous matter density, then
 0 is a surface of inhomogeneity.
•  0 is space like since surface normal
is time like everywhere:

g ( n, n )  0
• Point set of solution manifold excludes
points below  0
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• Ingredients that a consistent YEC
cosmology can use.
– Geometry of null geodesics
– Choice of parameterized creation
spacelike surface
– “cut and stitch” approach in GR
– Inhomogeneous solutions

• Using these, many particular solutions
are possible consistent with the Bible.

The Problem

INTRODUCTION

Time is not a place!

PHILOSOPHIES OF TIME

Eternalism vs. Presentism

Eternalism in a Nutshell
• “Eternalism” is the philosophy that time is an illusion.
– Past, present and future events (referred to via tensed verbs) are eternally existing in a
universe in which time has been “spatialized.”
– It is a universe in which there is no “now” – no unique “present.”
– It is sometimes called a “block-house” universe in which nothing really happens.
– Slogan: “Time is a place”

• Was the view of Einstein, Weyl and others, such as the Idealists
• Theories of relativity seemed to support this view
• Minkowski’s formulation of events located in a 4D spacetime lent credence to
the spatialization of time

Einstein’s Eternalism
– "The four-dimensional continuum is now no longer resolvable objectively into sections,
which contain all simultaneous events; “now” loses for the spatially extended world its
objective meaning. It is because of this that space and time must be regarded as a
four-dimensional continuum that is objectively unresolvable." A. Einstein.
– “People like us, who believe in physics, know that the distinction between past,
present, and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.” A. Einstein.

Structure of Space-time
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• Minkowski’s mathematical formulation
represents space & time as a 4D continuum
of events (t,x,y,z)
• Basis of eternalist claim. Lorentz transform
(LT) mixes time and space. Theory moves
from time & 3-vectors to 4-vectors.
• Invariance under Poincaré group rather than
Galilean transformations.
• The interval is a LT invariant. A geometric
property independent of coordinate charts.
– Time like regions are causally connected.
– Space like regions are causally independent

• Relativity operationally no knowledge of
simultaneity in the space like regions.

Theological & Philosophical Defects of Eternalism
• Eternalism prima facie makes creatures coeternal with God. As Christians we
thus reject it.
• Weyl (1949): “The objective world simply is, it does not happen. Only to the
gaze of my consciousness, crawling upward along the lifeline of my body,
does a section of the world come to life as a fleeting image in space which
continually changes in time.” (emphasis added)
• Note the incoherence. Nothing happens in the world yet there are changes.
• Philosophically, to account for temporal experience, the eternalist must
replace a single flow of time with myriads of subjective time flows. Hardly a
cogent philosophical position.

Presentism
•
•
•
•
•

“Presentism” is the contrary view that the present is real
The creation is not a Parmenidean block house universe
There is an actual real moment called “now” throughout the cosmos
The present continually passes. The past is forever gone, the future will be.
Contrary to many opinions, presentism is compatible with relativistic physics
– Eddington and Reichenbach correctly point out relativity is neutral to passage of time.

• Arguments to the contrary are philosophically flawed (as above) or misuse the
assumptions and mathematics of relativity
– Eternalist interpretation is due to endowing an epistemological conclusion (inability to
operationally detect simultaneity) with a metaphysical conclusion (time is not real).
– But, inability to operationally detect simultaneity does not imply time is not real.

Relativistic paradoxes. Rethinking “simultaneity.”

t=0
t  =t 0=constant must be “real to you.
).

An Eternalist Argument
• Consider two observers, “me” and “you.” You are
moving in the negative direction relative to me.
• Lorentz transformation implies “my now” (t) differs
from “your now” (t’).
• Events with t=constant are “real” to me . Events with
t’ =constant are “real” to you.
• You and me are “real” to each other at t=t’=0.
• By transitivity:
–
–
–
–

all events in “your now” are real to you.
you are real to me at t=0
events in “my now” are real to me, then
all events in “your now” are equally real to you, and
therefore, also real to me and to all the events in “my
now.” Thus, “my now” and “your now” are equally real

• All events, past, present and future, are equally
“real” to you and me, and equally real for all
observers. Thus, time is an illusion.

t=0
t  =t 0=constant must be “real to you.
).

Eternalist Argument Conclusion
• Observers only see events causally connected to the
current time by way of the past null cone.
– Entire t=constant surface is never actually observed!

• Different time labels for a space-time event in no way
proves there is not a real present.
– Only implies that an objective “now” is not determinable for us
– not that it does not exist!

• Proper time of observers is not an exact differential.
– Operationally extending local proper time as a global time
coordinate is necessarily observer dependent
– Has no metaphysical bearing on presentism.

• Extension of proper time off of a time line is only a
mathematical procedure for labeling space-time events.
– Defining t=0 or t’=0 as “simultaneous” is only a convention

• Asserting that a constant time spacelike surface
(according to the LT) is “real” begs the question!

−
Xinstantaneously
jumped back into the past due to the acceleration of the observer at event
O

Acceleration: Counterexample to “Simultaneity” Arguments

O

• Coordinates are merely labels and have no
necessary metaphysical connection to
simultaneity or the reality of events!
• Naïve extension of Lorentz coordinates leads to
bizarre action at a distance effects
– Future event E in X+ instantaneously jumps
into the past due to the acceleration.
– Some events in X+ are no longer
simultaneous with O.
• Note: X+ and X- are causally independent of O!
• Construction has ignored Einstein’s operational
procedure for time coordinates.
• Correct method: use radar ranging (outlined in
proceedings)
• Bottom line: By relativistic principles
“simultaneity” is not an observable!

Time is not a place!

GENERAL RELATIVISTIC SOLUTION

Time paradoxes in cosmological solutions
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Example: The “Eternal” Black Hole Universe
•
•
•
•

Plotted in Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates
Solid lines are Schwarzschild “time” t
Dashed lines are Schwarzschild “radius” r
“Eternal” since observer who maintains a
constant radial distance greater than r = 2M
(region I) has infinite time extent
• An observer at X = 0 falling from r = 0 in region
IV to r = 0 in region II has a finite history!

Schwarzschild Spacelike Surfaces
• Surfaces of simultaneity. By relativistic principles any
surface could be taken as an actual surface
representing the present “now.”
• Surfaces temporally ordered: AA’ earlier than BB’ etc.
• Presentism and Christian theism implies one such
spatial hypersurface must be “now” (not by convention).
• Infinite past is inconsistent with Christian theism.
• Infinite past is a mathematical fiction
• There is an initial hypersurface = “the time of creation.”
For example, BB’. The solution below BB’ is to be cut
out and discarded. “Cut and Stitch” solution.

Cut and Stitch Approach. Specifying initial
conditions.

Example: Stitching Together Two Friedmann-LeMaitreRobertson-Walker (FLRW) Models
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• Diagram of two FLRW regions
connected via a vacuum neck.
• “Big Bangs” and the “Big Crunches”
are non-simultaneous.
• Lifetime of a homogeneous region
in free fall is:

3
T =  a0 =
8 ( 0 )

a0 = radius of universe at
max expansion

 ( 0 ) = density at max expansion

Stitching Two Big Bang Models
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2

• Lifetime of region 2 greater
than region 1.
• Nothing in GR requires that
these two regions are
necessarily synchronized.
• Each region can be shifted
vertically, up or down, in time
to construct cosmologies with
different creation times in the
two regions.
• Note: This is a globally
inhomogeneous solution.

FLRW solution, inhomogeneous models.

Motivations for Inhomogeneous Models
• Primarily, homogeneous models alone are insufficient to produce large
differences in proper times and aging.
• Standard Robertson-Walker Big Bang cosmology includes little known effect:
Space expands faster than the local speed of light. Light is carried along
(“inertial dragging”) with the expansion thus requiring longer incoming light
times of flight (“rowing against the tide”) during expansion.
• Solutions with voids allow light to travel faster in the voids (“no tide”)
• Standard model is a first order approximation
• Empirical observations indicate matter distribution is not homogeneous

FLRW Inhomogeneous Models
• Metric in comoving coordinates. Time is proper time of free falling
matter. Important Point: No ambiguities in interpreting time!

ds = − dt + g rr ( t , r ) dr + R (t , r )d 
2

2

2

2

2

• Parametric solution of Einstein field equations for closed universe is
M (r )
t − tB ( r ) =
 + sin  )
3/2 (
( −2 E ( r ) )

M (r )
R (t , r ) =
(1 + cos )
( −2 E ( r ) )
• M ( r ) and E ( r ) are functions of r. M is mass, E is energy
• Note: arbitrary function of integration t B ( r ) . Allows synchronization.

FLRW Models: YEC in “plain sight”
• Parametric solution of Einstein field equations for closed universe
is
M (r )

t − tB ( r ) =

( −2 E ( r ) )

3/2

( + sin  )

M (r )
R (t , r ) =
(1 + cos )
( −2 E ( r ) )
• Arbitrary function t B ( r ) means we can select solutions by
choosing the form of the function!
• Note: t B ( r ) specifies the “cosmic time” at maximum expansion (at
h = 0).

An Exact Inhomogeneous Model
• Figure shows two homogeneous FLRW regions
connected by a vacuum Schwarzschild throat
• We used Novikov comoving coordinates in
Schwarzschild region to achieve the boundary
matching.
– Free falling observers measure proper time and can
be fit to the two FLRW regions more easily.
– Novikov metric for Schwarzschild solution is

ds = − dt +
2

2

( R )

2

1 + 2E ( r )

R = R (t, r )

dr + R d 
2

2

2

An Exact Inhomogeneous Model continued
• Figure is an embedding diagram of the “bar bell”
cosmology. Radial coordinate is vertical
• Two homogeneous FLRW regions (subsets of the full
FLRW cosmological model) and a vacuum Schwarzschild
region.
• Region at the “north pole” (top of the figure) has a smaller
matter density at maximal expansion than the region at the
“south pole.”
• Two regions connected by an equatorial Schwarzschild
waist in which the density is zero.
• Surface is the geometry of the 2D cross section of the full
spacetime at a fixed time.
• Universe at maximum expansion with synchronized
maxima. Age of smaller region is less.

Example Exact Solution. Non-simultaneous Big Bangs
• By exploiting the arbitrary
function t B ( r ) we have
additional freedom to align the
two regions so that their
emergence is synchronous or
otherwise.
• For t B ( r ) = 0 we obtain the
figure to the left. The bangs
and crunches occur at different
cosmic times.
• Figure is a contour map of R(t,r)
in the (t,r) plane.

Example Exact Solution. Simultaneous Big Bangs.
• We can synchronize
big bangs of both
regions by setting:
− M (r )
tB ( r ) =
3/2
−
2
E
(
r
)
(
)
• Bangs occur
simultaneously;
crunches occur at
different cosmic times

YEC solution. Initial Conditions

Roadmap to Solution: Recap
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– respect null geodesics and
– have a special creation surface
(initial
conditions); oo is a boundary of the spacetime

oo

• Figure shows the necessary features of the
spacetime manifold for a YEC solution. In
particular, the geometry of the point set M of
the universe.
•  0 is space like since the surface normal is
time like everywhere:

g ( n, n )  0

Choosing the Initial Conditions
Time

Earth
Small Look
back time

Large Look
back time

Light ray from
remote location
Initial space-like
creation surface

Space

• Solution based on a hyperbolic initial
creation surface
• Given by a function t = tC ( r ) in terms of
the FLRW cosmic time coordinate.
• Due to the curvature of the surface the
look-back time at the earth increases with
distance.
• Creation surface occurs simultaneously at
the beginning of day one, even though
the “look-back time” (relative to the
FLRW extrapolated “cosmic time”) for
distant events is very large.
• The look-back time is a smooth function
of distance in the detailed model.

Miraculous Time Advance During Creation Week
• One possible creationist scenario:
During the creation week, time is
miraculously advanced more
rapidly at distant locations
• Figure is a cross section of the
FLRW cosmology. The portion of
the FLRW below the surface
labeled “Day 1” did not exist
• Surface labeled “Day 1” is the
original miraculous creation of
space-time and the stretching out
of the heavens.

A Quantitative Analysis
• FLRW metric

ds 2 = − dt 2 + a 2 ( t ) ( d  2 + f K (  ) d  2 )

• To identify null geodesics transform to conformal time 

ds 2 = a 2 ( )  − d 2 + d  2 + f K (  ) d  2 
• Choose asymptotic null space like hypersurface as creation surface

 =  −  2 + b2
• The coordinate  is constant within surfaces and specifies the cosmic time
– b is a free parameter used to specify look back times
– Density of matter is inhomogeneous, since a  = a

( )

( ,  ) = a ( −  2 + b 2 )

Quantitative Analysis: Light Rays in the YEC Cosmology
• Goal: Plot null geodesics in YEC earth time.
• Utilize coordinate chart adopted to earth proper time.
2

• Radial metric:
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• Solution for null geodesics (light rays)
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• Solution for particle horizon (farthest observable distance):  0 = − log 1 − 
 b
• Observable distance is infinite after time “b”

Quantitative Analysis: Light Rays in the YEC Cosmology
Light Cones in Hyperbolic Creation cosmology, a b = 1000
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Observational Deductions

Observational Consequences
• Do the models reproduce observational data? The answer is trivially Yes!
• Recall GR is a geometric theory of gravity. Observational consequences are
computed via geometric invariants, e.g. red shifts.
• The objects of study are solutions of the Einstein Field Equations. The solution is a
spacetime ( M , g ) . M = point set, g = metric tensor
• From the metric tensor one can compute all properties of the space time.

Illustration: Submanifolds have same geometry!
• Example: 2D sphere.
• “Cap” is a submanifold of the entire sphere.
• Geometry of the “cap” is identical to
geometry of the sphere and thus shares
same geometric properties. Independent
of coordinate charts.
• Analogously, YEC solution is a submanifold
of the FLRW cosmology. Therefore it has
same geometric properties and has same
empirical content.

Observational Consequences
• Model YEC solution is a submanifold of the FLRW cosmology.
– Only difference is the YEC choice of initial conditions and the initial spacelike
hypersurface
– Initial surface induces a non-homogeneous spacelike hypersurface.
– Since the YEC model is a submanifold it possesses all of the same geometric
properties of the FLRW cosmology.
– Consequently this YEC model reproduces all the observational data of the standard
Big Bang model. Except for the merely assumed initial conditions and the presumption
of age.

• Age of the universe is not a prediction of any solution of the EFE!

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Features (1 of 2)
• Foundation on a philosophically and biblically consistent interpretation of the
temporal aspects of relativistic physics. The model is based on presentism, not
the anti-theistic eternalist view of time.
• Recognition that the relativity principle says nothing about the existence of a
universal cosmic time.
– Such a cosmic time is consistent with the inability to globally synchronize moving clocks
(as in SR) and;
– (in light of the freedom of motion by way of non-gravitational forces) with the inability to
operationally detect, by way of local measurements, the value of such a global cosmic
time.

• Utilizes the conventional mathematical structure of GR with no ad hoc
modeling

Features (2 of 2)
• Solution is a submanifold of the FLRW metric
– By way of diffeomorphism invariance, it reproduces the observational features of GR
cosmological models (such as FLRW or inhomogeneous models, for example).

• Difference between the YEC space-time manifold and the FLRW space-time
is the specification of the local time to the initial creation surface.
– It is that initial condition time function which specifies the YEC sub-manifold of the
FLRW by way of the creation surface of simultaneity.

• GR can say nothing about which initial condition is to be accepted. The
decision to accept one over another is informed by philosophical and
theological presuppositions alone.

Conclusion
• We have presented a consistent YEC cosmological solution. (Prov. 26:4)
– Consistent with the normative reading of the Biblical revelation in Genesis
– Consistent with the mathematics and methodology of relativistic physics
– Consistent with observational results of the standard cosmological models
– No ad hoc modeling employed

• Presuppositionally there is no valid old earth objection (Prov. 26:5)
– The model only differs from conventional solutions in that it uses an initial condition
(“creation hypersurface”) that supports a young earth.
– There can be no unprejudiced objection to this solution. A prejudiced objection would
rest only upon the assumption of a naturalistic metaphysics requiring a synchronized
(simultaneous) explosion of matter from a white hole by extrapolating a current value
of the metric backward to a putative initial singularity. Such an assumption is not
dictated by GR.

